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ABSTRACT 
Let A. be an infinite, strictly increasing sequence of non-negative 
1 -
integers with d(A.) > 0 for i = I, ... ,h. Let the infinite difference set 
1 
D. of A. be the set of non-negative integers which occur infinitely often 
1 1 
as the difference of two terms of A .. This paper gives several results on 
1 
infinite difference sets, thereby answering some questions posed by Erdos. 
It follows from Theorems I and 2 that D1n ... nDh has positive lower density 
and does not contain gaps of arbitrary length. There exists even a sequence 
A with ~(A) > 0 whose infinite difference set equals D1n ... nDh. Theorem 4 
says that the collection of infinite difference sets associated with se-
quences of positive upper density is a filter on the set of all subsets of 
the non-negative integers. It follows from Theorem 6 that an infinite dif-
ference set need not contain an infinite arithmetical progression. Theorems 
7 and 8 are related to a problem of Motzkin. He asked how dense a sequence 
A can be if its difference set does not contain any elements from a given 
set K. It is a consequence of Theorem 8 that if k 1,k2 , •.• is a sequence 
of positive integers such that l· k./k. h <~for some positive integer h, 
J J J+ 
then there exists a sequence A with d(A) > 0 such that k. is not contained 
- J 
in the difference set of A for j = 1,2, .•.• All proofs in the paper are 
elementary and self-contained. Further most results are quantitative; for 
example, in the cases above where it is stated that E_(A) > 0 we in fact 
give explicit lower bounds for E_(A). 
KEY WORDS & PHRASES: infinite difference sets, Motzkin, uniform distri-
bution 
This report will be submitted for publication elsewhere 

I • INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a sequence; throughout this paper sequences are understood to 
be infinite, strictly increasing and composed of non-negative integers. We 
define D, the infinite difference set of A, to be the set of those non-
negative integers which occur infinitely often as the difference of two 
terms of A. Plainly D has no positive terms if and only if a. 1 - a. • m 1+ 1 
as i • m. Note that D contains zero. We shall be interested in the case 
when d(A) > O. Then D certainly contains more than one term. In fact, see 
Corollary I, §2, ~(D) ~ d(A) in this case. Here d and d denote the (natural 
asymptotic) upper and lower density respectively. 
Leth be a positive integer and let A1 , ••• ,¾ be sequences with posi-
tive upper densities e 1, ••• ,eh respectively. Erdos asked whether n1n ... nDh, 
the intersection of the associated infinite difference sets, necessarily 
contains positive terms. We shall show that in fact the intersection has 
positive lower density. We put 
and we prove 
THEOREM I. If d(A.) 
1 







for h ~ 2, 
~ e. for i = 1, ••• ,h then there exists a sequence A 
1 
that 
In fact it follows from Theorem 3 that Theorem I remains true even 
with the stronger conclusion D = D1n ... nDh. 
By Corollary I we have ~(D) ~ d(A) and thus we see from the above 
theorem that 
Apart from the factor 5 log(h+l), which appears in the definition of Ch, 
Theorem I is best possible. For let n1,n2 , ••• ,nh be positive integers and 
2 
put A1 = {a I a ~ 0 and a = 0 (mod n 1.)} and Ai = {a I a ~ 0 and 
a= O,l, ••• ,n1 ••• ni_l-l (mod n 1 ••• ni)'} for i = 2, ••• ,h. We then have 
d(Ai) = 1/ni for i = l, ••• ,h. Furthermore D1 = {a I a~ 0 and a= 0 (mod n 1)} 
while Di= {a I a~ 0 and a= 0, ± 1, ± 2, ••• , ± (n1 ••• ni_1-l) mod (n1 ••• ni)} 
for i = 2, ••• ,h. An easy induction shows that D1n ..• nDh = 
= {a I a~ 0 and a= 0 (mod n 1 ••• ¾)}. Therefore d(D 1n ••. nDh) = 
= (TT~ I n.)-l = rf. l d(A.) = rf. l E •• 
1= 1 1= 1 1= 1 
One might ask whether D1n ..• nDh can contain gaps of arbitrary length. 
It will follow as a consequence of our next theorem that this is not pos-
sible. Independently Prikry [7] has obtained this result by means of a 
theorem of Hindman [SJ. Further his proof remains valid if D. is replaced by 
1 
{x I d(A.nA.+x) > O} for i = l, ••• ,h; here A+ k is the set {a+ k I aEA}. 
1 1 
We denote the non-negative integers by JN0 and we prove 
THEOREM 2. There exist r integers k 1, ••• ,kr such that 
with 
r 
U {(DI n ... nDh) + kJ.} 2 E 0 j=l 
- log3/log2 
r ~ ch 
It follows from Theorem 2 that n1n .•. nDh cannot contain gaps of size 
larger than twice the maximum in absolute value of the k.'s. For if there 
J 
was a larger gap the integers closest to the middle of the gap would not 
be in the union of the sets (D1n ... nDh) + kj contradicting Theorem 2. We 
observe that it is vain to hope for an estimate for max. fk.f in terms of 
J J 
the Ei's. For let A1 denote the set of integers of the form 3nt + i for 
i = l, ••• ,t and n = 0,1,2, •••• Then D1 consists of the non-negative in-
tegers of the form 3nt ± i for i = O, ••• ,t and n = 0,1,2, ••• and so contains 
infinitely many gaps of length t. On the other hand d(A1) = 1/3. 
Theorems 1 and 2 show that infinite difference sets possess a certain 
regularity. This might suggest that every infinite difference set associated 
with a sequence of positive upper density has a density. However this is 
certainly not the case since we have 
THEOREM 3. Let D be the infinite difference set of a sequence A. Let Ebe 
a set of non-negative integers with D s E. Then there exists a sequence B 
with d(B) = d(A) and d(B) = ~(A) whose infinite difference set is E. 
3 
An immediate consequence of this result is that there exist sequences 
A with d(A) = d(A) > 0 for which d(D) > ~(D). Further Theorem 3 is a step 
in the proof of the following theorem concerning ID, the collection of in-
finite difference sets associated with sequences of positive upper density. 
Let P(E0) denote the set of all subsets of m0 • We have 
THEOREM 4. ID is a filter on P(m0 ). Furthey,,nore all cofinite subsets of 
:N0 which contain zero are in ID. 
ID is not an ultrafilter. For there exist disjoint sets B1 and B2 
satisfying B1 u B2 = m0 and ~(B 1) = ~(B2) = O; by Corollary 1 every in-
finite difference set associated with a sequence of positive upper density 
has a positive lower density and thus neither B1 nor B2 is in ID. 
We define the difference set of a finite or infinite sequence A to be 
the set of those non-negative integers which occur as the difference of 
two elements of A and we denote this set by V(A). It is interesting to note 
that the collection of all difference sets associated with sequences of 
positive upper density does not form a filter. First the collection does 
not satisfy the superset property. Observe that while V(E) = E, where E 
denotes the non-negative even integers, there exists no sequence A with 
V(A) =Eu {1}. Secondly the collection does not satisfy the intersection 
property as the following example shows. Put A= {a I a~ 0 and 
a= O(mod 10)} u {7} and B = {b I b ~ 0 and b = 7(mod lO)}u {0}; it is 
readily checked that V(A) n V(B) = A and that there is no sequence C of 
positive upper density with V(C) = A. ·rt would be desirable to explicitly 
describe those sets which are infinite difference sets or difference sets 
of sequences of positive upper density. A first attempt for the case of 
difference sets has been made by Ruzsa [9]. 
Obviously one always has D s V(A). On the other hand we have 
THEOREM 5. Given a sequence A with positive upper density there exists a 
sequence A' with d(A) ~ ~(A') such that V(A') s D. 
4 
It follows from the above theorem that we may replace D by V(A) in the 
statement of Theorem 1; hence plainly the analogous statement of Theorem 
holds with difference sets in place of infinite difference sets. 
An infinite difference set need not contain an infinite arithmetical 
progression. In fact we shall show that for every a with O <a< 1 there 
exist sequences A with density a for which the intersection of V(A) with 
any infinite arithmetical progression of diff~rence vis a set of density 
at most 2a/v. Let IXI be the cardinality of a set X and denote the set 
{0,1, ••• ,n-l} by fi. We have 
THEOREM 6. Let a be an irrational nwnber and let a be a nwnber be-tween 
0 and 1. There exist uncountal.>ly many sequences A with density a for which 
lim sup IV(A)nEnfil ~ 2a 
IEnfil 
n~ 
00 for every sequence E = {e 1,e2 , ••• } such that {aek}k=l is uniformly distrib-
uted modulo 1. 
It is well known (see e.g. [6] Ch.I, Theorem 4.1) that for any sequence 
00 
E = {e1,e2 , ••• } the sequence {nek}k=l is uniformly distributed modulo 
for almost all real numbers n. Hence, given countably many sequences 
E(i) = {e~i)} we can find an irrational number a for which {ae~i)} is uni-
formly distributed modulo one for all i. In particular it follows from 
Theorem 6 that for every a with O <a< 1 there exists a sequence A with 
density a such that 
lim sup IV(A)nEnfil ~ 2a 
IEnfi I n~ 
00 
for every arithmetical progression {ak+b}k=l with a,b E E 0 , a> O, for 
every geometrical progression {abk};=l with a,b E E 0 , a> O, b > I, and 
00 • for every sequence {P(k)}k=l' where P(x) is a non-constant polynomial 
mapping E 0 into E 0 • 
Theorem 7 concerns sequences which have a non-empty intersection with 
every infinite difference set D associated with a sequence A of positive 
upper density. We prove that there are arbitrarily thin sequences of posi-
tive integers with this property. 
5 
THEOREM 7. For every sequence f 1 ,f2 , ••• there exists a sequence 
E = {e1 ,e2 , •..• } with ej ~ f j for all j such that for every sequence A 




The sequence E constructed for the proof of Theorem 7 has the property 
that for all positive integers h, lim inf. e. h/e. = I. In Theorem 8 we 
l.~ 1.+ l. 
show, by contrast, that for every well spaced sequence K of positive in-
tegers there exists a sequence A of positive lower density such that 
D n K = 0. More precisely we have, on setting 
c 1 = ! and ch= (20 log(h+l))-h for h = 2,3, ... , 
THEOREM 8. Let k 1 ,k2 , ••• be a sequence of positive integers. There exists 
a sequence A with 
(I) i(A) ~ 00 2 max {ch _n (1-k./k. h) }, 
l~h< 00 J=l J J+ 
such that k. i V(A) for J = 1,2, •.. 
J 
Thus, for example, if we take k. = j! and h = 2 in Theorem 8 we find 
J 
that there exists a sequence with positive lower density at least 1/2000 
which does not have a factorial as the difference of two terms. 
We find from Theorem 8 that whenever I~ 1 k./k. h < 00 for some posi-J= J J+ 
tive integer h, there exists a sequence A of positive lower density with 
k. i V(A). W1e believe that this condition is too stringent. In fact we 
J 
conjecture that if for some positive integer h 
lim inf k. h/k. > I, 
. J+ J J~ 
then there exists a sequence A of positive upper density such that k. i V(A) 
J 
for j = 1,2, •••• In order to prove this conjecture it suffices, by 
Theorems I and 5, to prove that if a sequence E = {e 1,e2 , ... } has the 
property that En DI- 0 for every sequence A of positive upper density 
6 
then 
lim inf e.+1/e. = I. 
• 1 1 
1-+co 
Theorem 8 and the above conjecture are related to a general problem 
of Motzkin who asked how dense a sequence A can be if V(A) does not contain 
any elements from a given set K. Cantor and Gordon [I] and more recently 
Haralambis [4], have obtained some results in this connexion, mainly for 
finite sets K. Sarkozy [JO], [II] and [12] considered the case of some 
interesting infinite sets K. He obtained results like: if A is a sequence 
' 
with positive upper density then two distinct elements of A differ by a 
square. Furstenberg [3], using the methods of ergodic theory, has also 
proved this result. Erdos and Hartman [2] asked the question: for which 
sets K does there exist an infinite sequence A with V(A) n K = 0. In re-
sponse, Rotenburg [8] showed that the condition ki+I - ki ~~as i ~ ~ 
is a sufficient one. In conclusion we should like to thank M. Best and 
P. Erdos for some helpful comments. 
§2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
For any subset T of fi and any integer a we put T(a) = T +an fi where 
T + a denotes the set of numbers t + a with t ET. We prove 
LEMMA I. Leto and£ satisfy O < o < I, 0 <£<I. If Tis a subset of fi 
with ITI ~. £n then there exist integers k,a1 , ••• ,~ and a set E with 
IEI ~ on such that 
and such that 
k ~ 2[ (logo)/ log(]-£)]. 
PROOF. We first observe that C(a) = T(a) u T(a-n) is a cyclic shift of T 
for a= O, ••• ,n-1 and hence IC(a)I ~ £n. Further, given any subset G of fi 
7 
with en terms for Os es 1 we may find an integer b for which 
JC(b) n GI~ een. To see this note that each integer from fi is contained in 
~n-1 2 
at least en of the cyclic shifts C(O), ••• ,C(n-1). Thus la=O IC(a) n GI ~ e0n 
and as a consequence IC(b) n GJ ~ e0n for some integer bas required. 
Now set G1 = fi\T. We have IG 1 I= e 1n where e 1 s 1 - e since ITI ~ en. 
By the above paragraph we may find an integer ht such that 
IC(b 1) n GI~ ee 1n and thus G2 = fi\{T u C(b 1)} satisfies IG2 1 = e2n for 
02 s 01 - ee 1 s (1-e) 2• Iterating this argument l-1 times yields integers 
b1, ••• ,bl-l and a set GR.,= fi\{T u C(b 1)u ... uC(bl-l)} satisfying 
IG&I s (1-e)ln. On recalling that C(b.) = T(b.) u T(b.-n) we see that if 
, 1 1 1 . 
l -1 =[logo/ log(l-e)J then Tu T(b 1) u T(b 1-n)u •.. uT(bl-l) u T(bl_l-n) = 
= fi\Gl where IGR.,I son. Putting 2(l-1) = k, bi= a2i-l and bi - n = a2i 
for i = 1, ••• ,l-1 and GR.,= Ethe le1IU11a follows. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be a sequence with d(A) = e > O. For any positive integer 
b there are at least [er] of the integers b,2b, ••• ,rb in D. 
PROOF. Split A into b subsequences Aj =An {ib+j};=O for j = 0,1, ••• ,b-1. 
At least one of the sequences A. satisfies d(A.) ~ e/b. We define these-
J J 
quence B by i EB if and only if ib + j EA. for this particular value of 
J j. Let D0 be the infinite difference set of B. It is clear that if d E D0 
then bd ED. c D. Hence, it suffices to prove that at least [er] of the 
J 
integers 1,2, ••• ,r belong to D0• 
Since d(B) ~ e, there are infinitely many integers m. such that 
1 
IB n [m.,m.+r]I >er.By the box principle there is a set of [er]+ 1 in-
1 1 
tegers h0 , ••• ,b[er] with Os b0 < h1 < ••• < b[er] s r such that for infinite-
ly many integers m. one has m. + bk EB fork= 0,1, ••• ,[er]. It follows 
1 1 
that bk - h0 (k = I, ... ,[er]) are [er] differences which occur in D0 • This 
proves our assertion whence the le1IU11a follows. 
COROLLARY 1. For any sequence A we have ~(D) ~ d(A). 
PROOF. If d(A) = 0 the corollary plainly holds. If d(A) > 0 the result 
follows on taking b = I in Le1IU11a 2. 
8 
§3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
first 
there 
Let A1, ••• ,i\ be sequences with d(Ai) ~ ei > 0 for i = 1, ••• ,h. We 
observe that if ei >½for some integer i then Di= :N0 • For if 
is a positive integer k which is not in D. then the sequence 
]. 
A!= A. u A.+ k satisfies d(A!) ~ 
]. ]. ]. ]. 2d(A.) which is plainly impossible for ]. 
e. >½.To see that d(A!) ~ 2d(A.) ]. ]. ]. note that IA. n A.+ kl= l < m by as-, ]. ]. 
sumption and thus for all n > O, 
IA! n nl ~ jA. n nl + IA. +kn nl -l ~ 2IA. n nl - k - l ]. ]. ]. ]. 
from which the conclusion follows. Accordingly we may assume that the e.'s 
]. 
are all at most½. 
We shall construct, for each positive integer n, a set W = W with 
n 
(2) 
Since d(A.) ~ e., for each positive integer n there are infinitely many 
]. ]. 
integers k for which (A.-k) n fi contains at least e.n terms. By the pigeon ]. ]. 
hole principle there exists an infinite subsequence k 1,k2 , ••• of the k's 
for which (A.-k1) n fi = (A.-k2) n fi = •••• Set T. = (A.-k1) n fi. Plainly ]. ]. ]. ]. 
we have T. c fi, IT. I~ e.n and i- ]. ]. 
(3) V(T.) ~ D •• 
]. ]. 
Thus if h = I we may take W = T 1 and (2) holds. 
-I Assume that h ~ 2. On setting o = (h+I) , £ = £. and T = T. in 
]. ]. 
Leimlla I we conclude that there exist integers k(i), a. 1, ••• ,a. k(") and a 1., l., ]. 
set E. with IE. I ~ n/(h+I) such that 
]. ]. 
(4) T . u T . (a. l ) u ••• uT . ( a . k ( • ) ) = fi\E • ]. ]. 1., ]. 1., ]. ]. 
and such that 
(5) k(i) ~ 2[-log(h+l)/log(l-e.)J, 
]. 
I 
for i = 1, ••• ,h. Put 
h 





By construction IFI ~ n/(h+l). Setting a. 0 = O, so that T. = T.(a. 0), we 1, 1 1 1, 
· · find from (4) that 
h 
F ,s. U n T.(a. '('))' i=l 1 1,J 1 
where the union is taken over the (k(l)+l) ••• (k(h)+l) h-tuples 
(j(I), ••• ,j(h)) with O ~ j(i) ~ k(i). Thus for at least one h-tuple the set 
contains at least 
(6) w = n/(h+l)(k(l)+l) ••• (k(h)+l) 
h terms. Clearly V(W) c n. 1 V(T.(a. "("))) and therefore, since 
- 1= 1 1 J 1 , h 
V(Ti (a)) .s V(Ti) for all integers a, V_(W) s ni=l V(Ti). Thus from (3), 
Since Wis plainly contained in fi we need only show that IWI ~ w ~ Chn. We 
have from (6) and (5) that 
h \-1 
W ~ ~ TT (2 log(h+l) + I/ 
h+l i=l -log(l-ei) 
which, since 0 < £. ~ l for i = I, ••• ,h, gives 1 2 
h (2 -log( 1-e.) 2) > n TT 1 w - h+l log(h+l) + log . i=l 
We may now use the inequality -log(l-x) ~ x, which holds for O ~ x ~ ½, 
and the fact that h ~ 2 to deduce that 
10 
w ~ n 
h ( e:. . ) 
i~l \✓3(2+1og2/~og3)1og(h+l) 
It is easily checked that w ~ Chn. Thus (2) is seen to hold for h ~ 2 as 
well as for h = I. 
We construct the sequence A from the sets W in the following way. For 
n 
n = 1,2,3, ••• we put 
[(n) (n+l)\ _ W + (n) An 2' 2 J - n-[logn] 2 • 
The sequence A is well defined since, for n ~ 1, W + (n) c [(n) (n)+n) 
n-[logn] 2 - 2 '2 
and(~)+ n = (n;1). We now show that ~(A)~ Ch. Given a positive integer 
m we define k by the inequalities (~) ~ m < ck; 1). From (2) we have 
!Wnl ~ Chn for n = 1,2, ••• and thus 
Therefore 
k-1 
IA n ml ~ \ lw I > l n-[logn] -
n=l 
k-1 
}: Ch(n-[log n]) 
n=l 
IAnml 
k ~ _c_h_(2_)_-_k_[_lo_g_k_J > C - 2(1+[log k]) 
(k+I) - h k m 
2 
Letting m and hence k tend to infinity we see that ~(A)~ Ch. 
Finally we show that D S o1n ... nDh. The terms of A in the interval 
[(~), (n;l)) differ, by construction, by at least [log n] from the terms of 
the interval [(n;1),(n;2)). Thus if a difference occurs infinitely often in 
A it must occur as the difference of two elements from the interval 
m m+I [(2),( 2 )) for some positive integer m and so it must be contained in 
V(W [l ]). From (2) we see that the difference is contained in 
m- ogm 
o1n ... nDh as required. This completes the proof. 
I I 
§4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
0 i 
w7 set D = D1n ... nDh and l 0 = 0. For i ~ I we define li and D when-
ever Di-I E. 1'li0 by the following inductive process: set l. equal 
. . . . . . i-1 ii i-1 
smallest positive integer which 1.s not 1.n D and put D = D 
to the 
i-1 
u D + 
i-I s 
+ li u D - li. We shall prove that D ?. JN0 for some positive integer s 
satisfying s :~ [-log Ch/log 2] where Ch is defined as before. This will 




(DO+k.) = 1. 
r 
U {(D1n ..• nDh) + ki} 
i=I 
where the k. are the r = 3s finite sums of the form a 1+ ..• +as with a. one 1. 1. 
of o, l. or - l. for i = l, ... ,s. 1. 1. 
For any integer n we may construct, as in the proof of Theorem I ' a 
set W = W(n) ~=- fi with !WI~ Chn for which V(W) 5. D1n ... nDh. 
0 i i-I i-1 We now s1~t W = W and we define W to be W u W 
i = l, ... , s '.I ]?or any non-empty set A and any integer l it 
that V(AuA+l) ~ V(A) u V(A) + l u V(A) - land therefore 
+ l., for 1. 
is readily checked 
i that V(W) = 
V(Wi-Iuwi-I+l_.) ~ V(Wi-I) u V(Wi-I) + l. u V(Wi-I) - l.. From the defini-
i L O 01 1. 
tio1; of D_ and the fact that V(W) 5. D = D1n ... nDh we conclude that 
i 1. V(W) c D for i = O, .•. ,s. Therefore l. 1 does not occur as the difference 
- 1.+ . 
of two terms in Wi since by assumption l. 1 is not in D1 • Accordingly 
. . .1.+ i i i+l i W n W + li+l = 0 so that IW I= 21W I and thus 
IWsl = 2slw01 ~ 2sChn. On the other hand Ws ~ [O,n+l + ..• +l J and therefore I s 
Dividing by n and letting n tend to infinity we see that 2sC ~ I whence 
h 
s s [-log Ch/log 2] 
as required. 
12 
§5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Let E = {e 1,e2 , ••• }. We construct a sequence F = {f 1 ,f2 , ... } by setting, 
for n = 1,2, ••• : f = e. where j is the unique integer satisfying both 
n J 
n = (~) + j and l $ J $ m for some positive integer m. Note that every 
element of E occurs infinitely often as a term of F. 
We now construct B. The terms of Bare the integers 3en + e and 
n 
+ f and those integers of A which do not lie in the intervals 
n 
+ 3e J for n = 1,2, •... 
n 
Since Eis an increasing sequence of non-
e 
negative integers, e ~ n - I and lim (3ne )/3 n = O, whence B differs 
n n-•eo n 
from A only on a set of density zero. Thus d(B) = d(A) and E_(B) = E_(A). 
en en The intervals [3 ,3 + 3e J are disjoint for n = 1,2, ... 
n 
Further 
f $ e for all n > 
n n e e 
0 and thus the difference of an element of B from the 
interval [3 n,3 n + 3e J with one not from this interval is 
n 




• 00 as n • 00 the infinite difference set of Bis equal to the union of 
those integers which occur infinitely often as the difference of two terms 
oo en en 
of B neither of which is in Un=l [3 ,3 + 3e] with those integers which 
nen en 
occur as the difference of two terms of Bin [3 ,3 + 3e J for infinitely 
n 
many integers n. The former set is plainly contained in D s E while the 
en en 
latter set is exactly E since 3 + e + f - (3 +e) = f is the only 
n n n n 
positive integer which occurs as the difference of two terms of B from 
[3en,3en + 3e J and since every element of E occurs infinitely often as a 
n 
term of F. This completes the proof. 
§6. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
To prove that ID is a filter on P(JN0 ) we must show that (i) ID 'f 0, 
(ii) D :r 0 for D E ID , (iii) if D E ID and D s E s ]No then E E ID , 
(iv) D1 n D2 E ID for D1 ,D2 E ID. Properties (i) and (ii) are readily seen 
to hold. Property (iii) follows from Theorem 3. Property (iv) follows from 
property (iii) and Theorem I. Therefore ID is a filter on P(JN0 ) • 
Further we must show that every cofinite subset of JN0 which contains 
zero is in ID . Given a set of positive integers n 1 < n2 < ••• < ~ we 
consider the set of positive multiples of~+ 1. This has an infinite 
difference set which does not contain n 1, ••• ,~ and so by the superset 
property (iii) we can find a D which is exactly :JN0 \{n1, ••• ,~}. This 
completes the proof. 
§7. PROOF OF THEOREM 5 
Put E = d(A) and let n be any positive integer. We prove first that 
there exist infinitely many integers m such that JA n [m,m+k)J::::: Ek for 
13 
k = 1, ••• ,n. Suppose this statement is false. Then for every m::::: m0 there 
exists a k with 1 s k s n such that IA n [m,m+k )I <Ek. Put 
m m m m 
E' = {max t I i, k E lil0 , 1 s k s n, i k < d. 
Note that E' < E and that for every m::::: m0 we have IA n [m,m+k )Is E'k. m m 
Define the sequence m0 , m1,m2 , ••• inductively by putting mj+l = mj + kj. 
Let x be at least m0 and define J by the inequalities mJ s x < mJ+l. Since 
for every positive integer j we have IA n [m.,m. 1)1 s E'(m.+1-m.) the J J+ J J 
number of elements of A less than xis at most 
Thus d(A) s E' which is a contradiction. 
(n) . (n) (n) (n) Let r 1 ,r2 , ••• be a sequence such that IA n [rj ,rj +k)I::::: Ek 
for j = 1,2, ••• and k = 1, •• _. ,n. We consider the sets (A-rJn)) n n. By the 
pigeon hole principle there exists on infinite subsequence {/n)} of {r~n)} 
such that (A-s~n)) n n is the same set S(n) for every j. We o~tain in t~is 
way a set S(n)~ for every positive integer n, such that fork= l, .•• ,n the 
number of elements less thank is at least Ek. We now construct the sequence 
A' by induction. Suppose A' n n has been constructed in such a way that 
there are infinitely many integers v with S(v) n n = A' n n. We put n EA' 
if and only if there are infinitely many integers v' among these integers 
v with n E S(v'). It follows that there are infinitely many integers v with 
S(v) n ~)=A' n (:.;:-1). By construction the number of elements of A' 
less than n is equal to the number of elements of S(v) less than n for 
14 
so.me v > n and hence is at least En. Thus ~(A')~ E. Let a' and a2 be any 
two elements of A' with aj < az. Then aj and az are in s<vl for some integer 
v. Therefore ai + siv) EA and a2 + siv EA for j = 1,2, ••• whence 
a2 - aj ED. This completes the proof. 
Note that we have ev.:en proved that the Schnirelmann density of A'+ 1 
is at least E since IA' n [O,n)I ~ En for every positive integer n. 
§8. PROOF OF THEOREM 6 
Suppose {eek}~=l is uniformly distributed modulo 1 and a is irrational. 
Define A to be the sequence composed of those integers n in ::JN0 for which 
an integer m exists with n0 - m E (y,y+a). (Note that there are uncountably 
many choices for y and that for two different choices the corresponding 
00 • 
sequences are different.) Since {ne}n=l is uniformly distributed, d(A) = a. 
If n E V(A), then n = n 1 - n2 with n 1,n2 EA, there exist m1 ,m2 such that 
y < n 1e - m1 < y + a, y < n2e - m2 < y + a and hence -a< (n1-n2)e -
- (m1-m2) <a.Hence, V(A) consists of integers n E ::JN0 for which an in-
teger m exists with ne - m E (-a,a). Since {eek} is uniformly distributed, 
this implies that 
IV(A)nEnfil 
lim sup IEnfil ~ 2a. 
n-+<o 
§9. PROOF OF THEOREM 7 
Clearly we may assume that a= d(A) > 0 and that 
(7) f 1/f > n, for all n. · n+ n 
Put Q(m) m = (2) form= 1,2,3, •••. We define the sequence Eby setting 
eQ(m-l)+j = j fQ(m) 
for J = 1,2, ••. ,m-1 andm= 2,3, •••• It follows that 
15 
e . > f ( ) = f ) > f ( ) . Q(m-I)+J - Q m Q(m-1 +m - Q m-1 +J 
for these values of j and m. Thus e. ~ f. for all j. Further, by (7), for 
J J 
m ~ 2, 
eQ(m) = (m-l)fQ(m) ~ Q(m)fQ(m) < fQ(m+l) = eQ(m)+t· 
It follows that the sequence Eis strictly increasing and further that the 
elements of E in the interval [fQ(m)'fQ(m+l)) are jfQ(m) for j = 1,2, ••• ,m-1. 
Hence, by Lemma 2, the number of elements of D n E in the interval 
[fQ(m)'fQ(m+l)) is at least [(m-l)a]. Let n be an integer larger than f 1• 




[a]+[2a]+ ••• +[(m-2)a] 
1+2+ ••• +(m-1) 
lim inf IDnEnfil ~ lim 
!Enfil n-+«> 
§IO. PROOF OF THEOREM 8 
m-1 ( 2 )a-m 
~----(m) 
2 
We shall first show that for any sequence k1,k2, •.• of positive in-
tegers there exists a sequence B with 
00 
i(B) ~ ¼ TT 
j=2 
such that k. i V(B) for j = 1,2, •••• ·We construct the terms of Bin order 
J 
of increasing size by the following inductive process. We put k0 = I. 
B contains the even integers in [O,k1). The terms of Bin [k.,k. 1) for J J+ 
J = 1,2,3, ••• are those integers x such that x - k. - k. 1 EB. J J-
Assume, for j ~ O, that k. E V(B) so that x 
J 
- y = k. for x and yin 
J 
Band assume further that k~ is minimal. It is readily verified that B 
does not contain two consecutive integers and thus k0 i V(B) whence we may 
assume that j ~I.Let x be minimal and define l by kl~ x < kl+I" If 
16 
l > j then, since by construction [k1 ,k1+k1_1) contains no terms of B, both 
x and y are in the same interval [k1 ,kl+l). Therefore both x - kl - k1_1 
and y - kl - k1_1 are in Band this contradicts the minimality of x. Thus 
x lies in [kj,kj+I) and so x - kj - kj-I EB. But y = x - kj so that 
y - (x-k.-k. 1) = k. 1 and this contradicts the minimality of k .. Thus J J·- J- J 
k. it. V(B) for j = 1,2, ..•. 
J 
In ordeir to compute a lower bound for i(B) we show by induction that 
the number Nl of elements of B in [O,kl) satisfies the inequality 
l-1 
(1 
kj-I\2 (8) Nf;:,: ½(kl-kl-I) TT - --r;::-; for l = 2, 3, ... . j=2 J 
Note that by construction the number of terms of Bin the intervals 
[O,k1),[k1+k1_1 ,2kl+kl-I), ... ,[s(kl+kl-I),s(kl+k1_1)+k1), wheres is sub-
ject to s(kl+k1_1) +kl::; kl+I' are equal. Thus (s+l)(kl+k1_1)::; kl+l+kl-l' 
whences 5 [(kl+l+k1_1)/(kl+kl-I)J and we have 
(9) ;:,: [kl+l+kl-Il N 
Nf+I kl+kl-I J l 
In particular 
for l = I , 2,. . . . 
which proves the induction hypothesis for l = 2. Suppose now that (8) 1s 
valid for l. Then, by (9), 
N l+I 
which proves (8) with l replaced by l + 1. 
Let n be any positive integer larger than k2 . Define l by 
kl 5 n < kl+l. If n;:,: 2kl, we have by the above argument that the number of 
17 
elements of B not exceeding n is at least 
l (l k._ 1\2 00 (l k._ 1\2 ½(n-k,e_) TT - ....J::}_} ;:: ¼n TT - ....J::}_} \ k. \ k. j=2 J j=2 J 
If n < 2k,e_, then the number of elements of B not exceeding n is at least 





~(B) ;:: l TT - ....J::}_} 4 k. j=2 J 
as required. 
We observe that the expression in brackets in ( l) is bounded above 
by l and that ch • 0 ash • 00 • Therefore it assumes a maximum for some 1.n-
00 
teger. Let that integer be h. We split our given sequence {k.}. 1 into h 
00 J J= 
subsequences {kjh+i}j=O where i = 1,2, ... ,h. On applying the above result 





2 ;:: ! TT (1 - k ( • l ) h • /k • h • ) j=l J- +1. J +1. 
such that k(j-l)h+i ,t. V(Bi) for J = 1,2, •... By Theorem l there exists a 
sequence A' with 
~(A') 
h h oo 2 
;:: 4 ch TT d(B.);:: ch TT (l-k./k. h) , 
i=l - 1 j=l J J+ 
such that k. ,t. D'. Finally, according.to Theorem 5 there exists a sequence 
J 
A with ~(A) ;:: ~(A') for which V(A) ~ D'. This completes the proof. 
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ADDENDUM 
We can now prove the conjecture stated in the introduction. This result 
-h is a consequence of Theorem 9. Set c 1 = 1/3 and ch= (15 log(h+l)) for 
h = 2,3, .••• We have 
THEOREM 9. If k 1,k2 , ••• is a sequence of positive integers satisfying 
k. h/k. ~ 4 for some positive integer hand for j = 1,2, ••• then there 
J+ J 
exists a sequence A with ~(A)~ ch for which kj i V(A) for j = 1,2, •••• 
Observe that if k. h/k. ~ a > 1 for j = 1,2, •.• , and if g is an 
J+ J 
integer with g ~ log 4/log a, then k.+ h/k. ~ 4 for j = 1,2, ••• since 
J g J 
k. h k. h J+ g = _......_J_+-g __ 
kj kj+(g-1)h 
k. h 
--1.!_ > "'g _> 4 k. - "" • 
J 
Further, if lim inf k. 0 /k. > J-+<x> J +-c.. J for some positive integer l then there 
exists a real number a with a> 1 such that k. 0 /k. J+-c.. J 
Thus we may apply Theorem 9 with h = gl to conclude 
~ a for j = 1,2, ••.• 
that there exists a 
sequence A of positive lower density with k. i V(A) for j = 1,2, .•. as was 
J 
asserted previously. 
To illustrate Theorem 9 we show that there eixsts a sequence A with 
i(A) ~ 1/9 which does not have a factorial as the difference of two terms. 
First we apply Theorem 9 with h = 1 to the numbers j!/3 for j = 3,4, ••• 
and then we multiply the terms of the obtained sequence by 3 to give the 
required sequence A. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 9 
We shall first prove the theorem for the case h = 1. To this end we 
shall construct a number e with O < e < 1 such that Uk.ell ~ 1/3 for 
J j = 1,2, ••• , where llxll denotes the distance from x to the nearest integer. 
This will suffice since we may then take A to be composed of those integers 
n for which O ~ ne - [ne] < 1/3. If e is irrational it follows from the 
uniform distribution of e modulo 1 that d(A) = 1/3. If e is rational it is 
easily seen that d(A) ~ 1/3. Further V(A) is contained in the set of those 
integers n with llnell < 1/3 and thus k. i V(A) for j = 1,2, •••• 
J 
To obtain ewe first construct a sequence of real numbers y 1,y2 , ••• 
-1 by the following inductive process. Put y 1 = (3k1) and let Yn+l fo: 1 
n = 1,2, •.. , be the smallest number x from the interval [y ,y +(4k) J for 
n n n 
which xk +l = m + 1/3 for some integer m. Such a number exists since 
n -1 
k +l ~ 4k. Set I = [y ,y +(3k) ] for n = 1,2, •••• Observe that by con-
n n n n n n 
struction Ilk xii ~ 1/3 for every x in In and in fact, since In+l s 
n -1 -1 
c [y ,y +(4k) +(3k +l) Jc I for n = 1,2, ••• , Ilk.xii~ 1/3 for J. = l, ... ,n 
- nn n n -n J 
for every x in In. The intervals [0,1] 2 I, 2 r2 2 ... form a nest and so 
we may take 
co 




We then have Ilk.ell ~ 1/3 for j = 1,2, •••• This proves the theorem for the 
J 
case h = 1. 
In the general case we split the sequence {k.}~ 1 into h subsequences 
co J J= 
{kjh+i}j=O where i = 1, ••• ,h. On applying the above argument to each of the 
h subsequences we obtain sequences A., i = 1, ••. ,h, with d(A.) ~ 1/3 such 
l. 1 
that k.h+· t V(A.) for j = 0,1,2, .••• By Theorem 1 there exists a sequence J l. l. 
A' with ~(A')~ ch such that D's D1n •.. nDh and hence such that kj t D' for 
j = 1,2, •••• Finally, by Theorem 5 there exists a sequence A with 
~(A)~ d(A') for which V(A) s D'. The result now follows. 
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